Pitfalls in MRI of rectal cancer: What radiologists need to know and avoid.
Preoperative staging of rectal cancer using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has become an important component of clinical management. Although MRI is the modality of choice for rectal cancer diagnosis and staging, there are certain inherent potential pitfalls that radiologists need to recognize in order to avoid imaging misinterpretation, including choice of MRI protocol; choice of MRI technique; potential mimickers of rectal cancer; mucinous rectal tumor; differentiation between extramural tumor invasion and desmoplastic reaction; differentiation between low rectal cancer and anal cancer; problems relating to nodal involvement, peritoneal reflection, and mesorectal fascia invasion; and, challenges associated with restaging, post-treatment changes, and complications. The aim of this article was to heighten radiologist awareness of these potential pitfalls in order to improve diagnosis, decision-making, and patient outcomes.